Discover the island venue.
#theislandbreak
Jersey is a destination like no other, delivering outstanding innovative events in an inspirational setting.

Events Jersey can help you to develop exceptional event experiences and discover the extraordinary opportunities Jersey offers.

From inspiring spaces to authentic Jersey experiences; Events Jersey can help you plan your next event on the island break.
Why Jersey?

The island of Jersey is a place where people come together to innovate, to be inspired, to be challenged, to be adventurous, to create, collaborate and communicate. It is an island of unlimited opportunities and a diverse event space where the unique combination of land, coast, beach and sea provide immersive and authentic event experiences.

- **24 Beaches**
- **370 Restaurants**
- **5,000 Miles of walks**
- **11,000 Beds**
- **365 Days Experiences for every season**
- **Compact & accessible, walk door-to-door**
36
Daily flights

10
Minutes from arrivals to hotel

Daily
Ferries from UK & France

70
Hotels (premium to budget)

1 hour
Average flight time from UK

20+
Served by 20+ UK & European airports
Rural & Natural
Reconnect with nature.
Jersey offers miles of unspoiled beaches and headlands, breathtaking coastal views, wild natural spaces and beautiful gardens, all within minutes of each other.

The landscapes in Jersey come alive with the seasons. The light bends in different ways; the wind and tides rise and fall and wildlife adapts to the changing climate. No matter what time the time of year, there is always beauty to behold in Jersey’s natural environment.

Revitalise in the natural elements of Jersey and retreat for your next event.

Don’t miss
Get your adrenaline pumping with an exciting and exhilarating range of wind and wave-based activities. Take to the surf in the Atlantic-facing St. Ouen’s Bay. Enjoy the thrill of blokarting or landsailing, dive the nearby wrecks, or take a rib to the nearby Les Ecrehous islands to catch sight of visiting seals and dolphins.
People & Culture.

A unique personality.
Ancient monuments play host to modern music festivals, medieval castles are transformed into inventive installations and state of the art architecture provides an impressive backdrop.

Enjoy fresh local produce and world class wine and sample an authentic taste of Jersey at seasonal fayres.

Soak up a little culture. Embrace the thriving arts scene or immerse yourself in the atmosphere of fun, family friendly festivals.

**Don’t miss**
Glow from the inside out and feast on local ingredients drawn from the hidden bounty of the island’s larder. Experience the very best of local produce and foraged gems in one of Jersey’s Michelin starred restaurants. From the Atlantic views of Ocean restaurant and the gastronomic retreat of Ormer with its wild roof terrace, rebalance over a perfectly paired glass of wine or two.
Active & Wellness.
Get some space.

“Because of the close proximity of everything on the island we’re able to fit in a diverse range of activities in a short space of time.”
Jersey is the perfect place to unwind, liberate the soul and nourish the mind. Jersey’s coastal personality changes from north to south, east to west, choose your beach experience to suit your event theme.

Invite your guests to unwind, slip off their shoes and walk barefoot in the shallows and golden sands of the south. Swim in crystal clear seawater at one of the sheltered pebble beaches along the north and eastern coast to feel refreshed, or experience the exhilaration of a surfing lesson in the Atlantic waves of the west coast - in Jersey you’re never more than 10 minutes from the sea.

Don’t miss
Try out stand up paddle boarding, one of the fastest growing water sports, in one of the beautiful island bays. A perfect way to get some exercise, enjoy the outdoors, play, laugh and maybe get wet!
History & Heritage.

Explore the past.
Discover an island that proudly bears the traces of its colourful past. Find ancient standing stones from Jersey’s Neolithic age, 12th century castles, Martello towers, and fortifications from the German Occupation.

Don’t miss
Experience Spring equinox at La Hougue Bie, the tenth oldest building in the world! Prepare to be awestruck at one of Europe’s finest passage graves as sunrise aligns with the passageway, and the sunlight illuminates the grave.
Our Credentials.
Share our passion. Just a few success stories and snapshots into what makes the island venue great.

“Jersey is an ideal place to get the most out of people’s day. The facilities are excellent, in my opinion the food is fantastic; people here know how to organise successful events.”

01 Breca Swimrun.
Worldclass swim races in wild places. Test of strength is open water and on trails.

We were looking for a location to host the second event of our global swimrun series. It was a critical decision for the business. We needed somewhere that offered a commensurate level of quality, challenge and adventure.

We found that place in Jersey. There are excellent transport links from London and from the continent. There is a wide range of accommodation, outstanding restaurants and well-organised transport around the island. The Events Jersey team were instrumental in helping us establish the event and in supporting its continued success.

The Breca Jersey swimrun is now an established annual race, attracting top athletes from the UK and abroad. It’s a world-class destination, and we look forward to growing the event in the years to come.
02. Super League Triathlon.


On planning the Super League Triathlon event in Jersey, the priority was to deliver the best experienced based sports event to ever come to the Island.

We had confidence in the local team on the ground and the support and drive of the local community was above and beyond anything anticipated.

We believe Jersey is a remarkable events destination. We have delivered more than 30 events globally and Jersey as a destination is most certainly one of the best.

03. Artificial Intelligence Retreat.

Jersey’s well-established finance industry and growing digital sector came together for a successful Artificial Intelligence Retreat in the island.

As Jersey is easily accessible from the UK and Europe and with an established reputation as an international finance centre, it was a natural choice for the event.

Modern luxury accommodation was provided for the invitation only gathering of internationally renowned experts.

Jersey’s unique ability to be able to provide a transition from conference room to beach in just a few minutes, provided the right mix of business and pleasure.
Getting to Jersey.

Jersey is the largest and most southerly of the Channel Islands. The island enjoys excellent connectivity by both air and sea. With twelve flights a day from London airports and numerous other UK airports providing direct flights, visitors can arrive at the island venue in around an hour. Or hop aboard a high speed ferry and relax for the short journey by sea.

British Airways
EasyJet
Flybe
Aer Lingus
Logan Air
Jet2
Blue Islands
Waves

Condor Ferries
Manche Iles
Getting around Jersey.

At just nine miles by five, it is easy to get around in Jersey. Bring your own vehicle, hire a car, make use of a great public transport network or cycle in the island’s dedicated green lanes. Or make the most of the stunning scenery by getting around on foot.
Get in touch.

T: +44 (0) 1534 849 774
E: info@eventsjersey.je

Visit Jersey,
Commercial House,
3 Commercial Street,
St Helier,
Jersey,
JE2 3RU

events.jersey.com

Join the conversation #theislandbreak